Institut de Genech is 120 year old school, with generations of young and adult leaders have gradually shaped the Institute into what it is today. It has an environment in which everyone is known and recognized for their efforts and work. A team of educators and facilitators provide support to the learners and help them to complete the training mission.

**Program:** France School Exchange Program

**Age group:** VIII-XI class

**Dates:** 16th May-21st May

**City:** Lille

**Country:** France

**Website:** [www.institutdegenech.fr](http://www.institutdegenech.fr)

**Cost:** Rs.95000/- (inclusive of Air travel, airport transfers, Stay, Visa, Insurance, sightseeing in Lille & Paris, teacher escort)

**Payment:** Demand Draft in favor of “Amity Educational Resource Center” payable in New Delhi. Kindly write the name of the student (as per passport), class, section, school, mobile, email at the back of the draft.

**Deadline for payment:**

Other documents to be submitted along with the draft:

1. Student details form
2. Passport copy

For further Information Contact:

Jyoti Arora (Head-AERC)
Email: jarora@aisn.amity.edu
Phone: 9810347744, 41888315